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Social Distancing signage has emerged as a new application 
sector. Businesses must adhere to the guidance surrounding 
Covid-19 and the need for safe distancing of people. Sign 
professionals have an important role in delivering social 
distancing signage across a wide range of application surfaces. 
The challenge is international. 

When in position, the effective visual communication manages 
the flow of people in their surrounding environment and a 
variety of public spaces, using floor signage, window graphics, 
directional stands etc. Employees, staff, students, shoppers, 
customers, workers, and passengers are some of the many 
people this signage addresses.

The Government’s guidance and that from the World Health 
Organisation, serves to protect the public, employees, 
customers and the workplace as businesses re-open in a safe 
way. Offices, retail, construction, schools and colleges, cafés, 
sporting events, washrooms and POS contactless transactions 
all create the need for safe signage.
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Wall Graphics and Coverage
Beyond the need for zone specific signage, walls present a blank canvas for visual 
communication. Full or partial wall coverage graphics allow all types of facilities  
to deliver an effective message.  

Metamark MD-WA 
WallArt Décor Wall Covering 
An ideal solution for printable wall coverings, the textured weave finish provides  
a highly vibrant print image, without lamination. The high level of opacity makes 
for no show-through on overlap joins and the MetaScape air release allows for  
ease of handling and installation.   

Metamark MD-TX2 
WallTex Self Adhesive Textile
The low tack self-adhesive Polyester fabric offers a clean, easy to apply alternative  
to traditional wall coverings. The lightly textured weave is PVC free, and the repositionable 
adhesive is removable in the short term on sealed surfaces.  

Application Suggestions

Digital print brings vibrant colours and bespoke 
changeable graphics to wall and furniture coverings. 
Whether within cafés and restaurants, leisure or 
offices, the range of Metamark products have been 
developed to offer ease of use, vibrant coverings 
and a durable high quality finish every time. 
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Floor Graphics and Coverings 
Indoor floor graphics are vital in providing direction, route marking and distancing  
signage. Metamark products are tested in accordance with DIN 51130 and 
BS 7676-2:2002 (Slider 96) anti-slip test rating certification.  

Metamark MD-MW  
MetaWalk Textured Floor Graphic 
Designed for use as a temporary floor graphic solution. It can be applied to  
either smooth, indoor floor surfaces in good condition, or indoor short pile 
carpets. MD-MW is a one-part system, which can withstand regular levels of foot 
traffic. The product is slip tested to DIN 51130:2014, achieving an R10 rating.
 

Metamark MG-F  
MetaGuard FloorArt Overlaminate 
Matched to Metamark digital vinyl media. The 100 micron matt embossed film is  a 
textured floor overlaminate that gives durable protection to graphics, with an easy to 
clean finish. This versatile product has anti-slip finish and can also be applied to  wall 
graphics, for a one product solution. The product is slip tested to DIN 51130:2014, 
achieving an R9 rating.

Application Suggestions

Digital print brings vibrant colours and bespoke 
changeable graphics to wall and furniture coverings. 
Whether within cafés and restaurants, leisure or 
offices, the range of Metamark products have been 
developed to offer ease of use, vibrant coverings 
and a durable high quality finish every time. 
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POS and Retail
Social Distancing signage will now play a significant role in protecting the general public 
and retail customers, as well as delivering various communications. Customer facing points 
of contact help enforce directional route marking and enhance contactless transactions. 

Metamark MD-RU330 and MD-RU200 
Roll Up Display Media  
Metamark roller banners are tried and tested effective display systems. Offering  
excellent layflat properties and printer compatibility, the MD-RU330 and MD-RU200 
can be used with roller banner cassettes. 

Metamark MD-DOT 
MetaDot Digital Vinyl
Featuring a dot pattern adhesive system for fast, easy and bubble-free applications,  
MetaDot media can be installed, repositioned and removed easily on site by the end 
user. Designed for use on a wide variety of flat substrates, such as glass, MetaDot is  
ideal for POS display and visual merchandising.   

Application Suggestions

Digital print brings vibrant colours and bespoke 
changeable graphics to wall and furniture coverings. 
Whether within cafés and restaurants, leisure or 
offices, the range of Metamark products have been 
developed to offer ease of use, vibrant coverings 
and a durable high quality finish every time. 
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Window Films 
Glazing is one of the primary substrates found within offices, hospitality, and retail  
environments, it therefore provides an ideal substrate for Social Distancing signage, 
whether using opaque, translucent, permanent, or removable media. 

Metamark MD-CR / MD-CRR and MD-CRV 
Optically Clear Polyester Window Films 
The Metamark range of printable, optically clear window films are ideal for use on windows  
for both promotional and permanent graphics. The various adhesive combinations offer clean  
removability and all products produce striking high definition images for clear communication.

Application Suggestions

Please also refer to the POS and  
Retail section for information on 
Metamark MD-DOT
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General Signage and Safety Labelling 
Metamark offers a broad range of media for a wide range of applications surfaces, from 
short term advertising and display, to indoor and outdoor graphics, as well as suitability  
for high energy or hard to stick surfaces.  

Metamark MD5 Series  
High Performance Calendered Vinyl 
The MD5 Series, which is matched to MetaGuard 700 Overlaminate, continues 
to be the reference media for a wide range of applications. The highly versatile 
high-performance film comes in a number of variations.  

Metamark MDP-H  
High Tack Vinyl 
The high tack 100 micron print media is ideal for print and cut safety labels, and  
directional decals onto flat and hard to stick to surfaces. The adhesive helps solves 
challenges of low energy surfaces, and is still easy to apply.  

Application Suggestions

MD5 prints like no other pressure sensitive media out there. That’s 
what makes it the choice of big brands, successful sign producers, 
printer manufacturers and printer engineers the world over.

MD5 comes in many variations to suit different applications, visit 
www.metamark.co.uk/products/metamark-md5
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Metamark MD-100 Series 
3 Year Calendered Vinyl 
The MD-100 promotional media is matched to MetaGuard 100 Overlaminate and  
ideally suited to shorter term signage. The film gives the product ease of handling 
and the bright white finish offers brilliant colour reproduction.    

Metamark MD3 Series 
Intermediate Grade Calendered Vinyl  
MD3 vinyl offers a very high level of performance for medium term applications  
onto most flat or gently curved surfaces. It is matched to MetaGuard 300 Overlaminate 
and is also available in different variations.  
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Polymeric  
Calendered

70 White Gloss, White Matt, Clear Gloss 7 Years MetaGuard 700MD5

White GlossMD5-AB 7 Years MetaGuard 700

MD5-A MetaGuard 700

MD5-AH MetaGuard 700

MD5-B MetaGuard 700

MD5-HB 7 Years MetaGuard 700

MD5-H 7 Years MetaGuard 700

MD5-GB 7 Years MetaGuard 700

Calendered 5 Years MetaGuard 300MD3

MD3-AB 5 Years MetaGuard 300

MD3-A 5 Years MetaGuard 300

MD3-B 5 Years MetaGuard 300

MD3-R 1 Year MetaGuard 300

3 Years MetaGuard 100MD-100

Permanent clear solvent-based acrylic

MetaScape air release permanent grey solvent-based acrylic

MetaScape air release permanent clear solvent-based acrylic

High tack MetaScape air release permanent clear solvent-based acrylic

Permanent grey solvent-based acrylic

High tack permanent grey solvent-based acrylic

High tack permanent clear solvent-based acrylic

MetaGlide® micro channel permanent greysolvent-based adhesive

Permanent clear solvent-based acrylic

MetaScape air release permanent grey solvent-based acrylic

MetaScape air release permanent clear solvent-based acrylic

Permanent grey solvent-based acrylic

White Gloss – Removable clear solvent-free acrylic   
White Matt – Removable clear solvent-based acrylic

Permanent clear solvent-free acrylic

Permanent grey solvent-free acrylic

Removable clear solvent-free acrylic  

MD-100B 3 Years MetaGuard 100

MD-100R 1 Year MetaGuard 100

Media Face Film Mic Finish Adhesive Type Durability Overlaminate

For the full listing of the Metamark product portfolio, as well as detailed product specification and data sheets, 
visit www.metamark.co.uk.
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Premium Polymeric 
Calendered PVC

75 Optically Clear Removable 5 Years MD-CRVMD-CRV

Optically Clear GlossMD-CR 2 Years MetaGuard 620

MD-CRR MetaGuard 620

MD-WA MetaGuard Decor

MD-TX2 MetaGuard Decor

MD-MW Indoor MetaGuard Decor

MDP-H 4Years MetaGuard 300

MDP-HB 4 Years MetaGuard 300

Removable solvent based

Ultra clear solvent-based acrylic

Ultra removable clear silicone

MetaScape air release permanent clear solvent-based acrylic

Solvent acrylic, low tac, repositional / removable

MetaScape air release permanent clear solvent-based acrylic

High tack permanent clear solvent-based acrylic

High tack permanent grey solvent-based acrylic

Media Face Film Mic Finish Adhesive Type Durability Overlaminate

50

Optically Clear Removable Gloss155

Artisan SandTex150

Soft Sheen280

Textured150

White Gloss, White Matt100

White Gloss, White Matt100

Optically Clear  
Polyester

Optically Clear PET

Polymeric  
Calendered

100% Surface  
Coated Polyester

Polymeric  
Calendered

Monomeric  
Calendered

Monomeric  
Calendered

2 Years

7 Years

Indoor

Polyester / PP Film, Silver lightstop back 165gsm Satin White IndoorMD-RU200

Indoor65% Polyester / 35% Cotton 330gsm Matt White Textured MD-RU330

Media Face Film Gauge Finish Durability

Polymeric Calendered PVC 100 Textured Permanent clear solvent based adhesiveMG-F

Permanent clear solvent based adhesivePolymeric Calendered PVC 150 Textured - Artisan, SandTex, BrushStroke MG-W

Overlaminate Face Film Mic Finish Adhesive
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Tools and Accessories  
Metamark digital print media has built a reputation for being among the very  
best in the market, specified the world over for being the benchmark when it 
comes to brilliant colour reproduction and consistency.  

Preparing application surfaces so they are ready for Metamark media is a key  
step in the installation process, giving the confidence that the media will perform 
at its best.  

To help ensure perfect results every time, Metamark’s Tools and Accessories range 
has been selected to simplify the installation process. Full listings of the tools and  
accessories available, can be found on the website. 

Visit www.metamark.co.uk/accessories 

Metamark Surface Cleaner AC-SSC   
The best single action cleaner that cuts through contaminants to leave a highly 
cleaned vinyl-ready surface. Highly effective, user-friendly, go-to product that  
can be used on its own, or as part of a multi-step cleaning process.   
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Application Guidelines
To assist you with the application of Metamark media, there are a series of 
Application Guidelines available on our website. These cover topics such as basic 
application techniques and the tools needed, how to apply both sign and digital 
products, as well as what to take into account when applying to various surfaces. 

We advise viewing the application guidelines before any application process 
begins, they can be found at 
www.metamark.co.uk/support/application-guidelines

Application Videos  
Also available within our Support section of the website, are Application Videos. 
The videos have been created to provide easy to understand, step-by-step 
process for the application and installation of different media types. 

The videos include topics such as applying DecorMark self-adhesive wall 
products, applying sign vinyl decals and applying window films. 

All Metamark videos can be found on our YouTube channel and the application 
videos can be found at
www.metamark.co.uk/support/application-videos

Technical Support
For downloads or in-depth technical data on any Metamark product, visit our 
Support section of the website www.metamark.co.uk/support

Our technical library provides ICC colour profiles, technical data sheets and help 
with application and problem solving. Our online information provides help 24-7, 
but if you need any further help during office hours please contact the sales office 
by phone or email. For technical queries you can email technical@metamark.co.uk



Choose Metamark

Metamark materials are trusted by the world’s leading producers of signs and graphics.  
They are specified by leading brands’ managers and are insisted on when looking for  
quality and value. 

Customer Satisfaction and Value

We build relationships and we’re prepared to listen, so we ensure our products and 
services better reflect your needs and technical requirements. We manage every 
element of your experience in working with us, from product performance to state 
of the art order processing.

Technical Leadership

Our class leading manufacturing, selection and conversion control processes  
guarantee the highest standard of quality, technical compatibility and consistency.  
Metamark’s technical leadership is delivered as standard with every product we sell. 

Warranty: Metamark (UK) Limited warrants to its customer that graphics and markings produced using Metamark Digital Media will remain in satisfactory condition for a term no less than that defined in the technical literature. If within the term as outlined,  
Metamark, at its sole discretion, judges that graphics and markings produced using its materials have suffered unacceptable degradation, Metamark will provide sufficient materials to enable the production of replacement graphics or markings. Metamark  
further warrants that its materials will be supplied free of defects incurred in manufacturing and undertakes to replace, free of charge, any materials it judges to be defective upon examination.  
For full warranty information, visit www.metamark.co.uk/support/metamark-warranty

Performance you can trust

For the latest pricing, application guides and technical support, 
visit www.metamark.co.uk

For all sales enquiries or to request a sample, contact us at: 
UK: 0345 345 5645 • International: +44 (0)1483 571111 
Email: sales@metamark.co.uk

Metamark (UK) Limited 
Metamark House, Octimum Business Park, Forsyth Road, Woking, GU21 5SF, UK 
Luneside, New Quay Road, Lancaster, LA1 5QP, UK




